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Light Is the New Black is a guidebook for a new breed of women who are here to be bright lights in

the world Ã¢â‚¬â€œ modern-day lightworkers, who agreed to be here at this time in history. In order

to thrive in this new age, everything we do must be an authentic expression of who we truly are.

Light Is the New Black will guide you back home to the callings of your soul, so you can light up the

world with your presence. Ã‚Â  Rebecca Campbell had her first awakening when she was a

teenager, but without anyone to guide her, she ignored her soul&#39;s callings and dimmed her

light in order to fit in. Then, just before her 30th birthday, the life she had so consciously created

began to crumble around her. It was as if the Universe turned off all the lights, so she had no choice

but to rediscover her own. In this book, Rebecca shares her own journey, alongside practical tools

to help you reconnect with the core of your being, and channeled messages from the Universe.

Once you rediscover what you already know at soul level, you can offer the world something that

only you can give.
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Rebecca Campbell is a writer, intuitive spiritual mentor, inspirational speaker and teacher. Drawing

on her experience as an award-winning advertising creative director at a Fortune 500 holding

company, Rebecca guides women to courageously answer the unique callings of their soul so that

they can light up the world with their presence. www.rebeccacampbell.me

I'm not one for new age / metaphysics but I appreciated Rebecca's message! I did found myself a



little exhausted by the constant cheerleading but I think this is a good book to read just a few pages

a night. Just if you need some words of wisdom or a reminder to be awesome! The message tends

to get repetitive if you're reading it straight through..

Just got this book a few days ago and I haven't been able to put it down! I definitely recommend it to

anyone on their spiritual journey. So much of Rebecca's journey reminds me of my own and its so

inspiring seeing her journey and transformation. It's giving me a lot to think about and if you're

thinking about reading it the answer is yes you should!!

I loved every page. I read it in July-August 2017 in a moment of my life when I was in a middle of a

battle with my light and my shadows. This book was part of my journey to integrate, reflect, journal

and gain a valuable amount of respect for my own path and the multiple parts of myself.I

recommend this book to women who are "looking for a sign" to start and/or continue their spiritual

practices going on and have the burning desire to use their talents to serve the world.

The book was inspiring but may not be for you unless your soul is ready. It took me a long time to

get through this book....months, maybe a year. At first I thought I wouldn't finish it, because I would

read a few pages and then stop. It didn't feel like it was for me. Now that I'm ready to answer my call

to service, I quickly devoured the last 20% of the book and the words felt like they were written just

for me. It's not a difficult read, but is written in very short snippets that sometimes I wanted to be

more cohesive. If you're at a good place spiritually, I think you'll find it inspiring.

Great inspirational book for one who might have a little "down" time. Uplifting, bright and happy.

I've wanted to read this book for a long time and I'm glad that I finally did. It is a wonderful read for

any lightworker who is still discovering their spiritual path. It is a great addition to my library.

LOVE this book. It was as if the author was directly speaking to me. I could really relate to this book.

Buy it - you won't regret it!

Awesome book! Really a great read with loads of great info. Highly recommend it. Like the way it

was put together also.
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